
Beijing Vacation Rental Townhome Details

PID : 100694

Price : 210 USD

Bedrooms : 6

Sleeps : 12

Baths : 3

Country : China

Region : Beijing

Town : Beijing

Description

My Beijing villa has 6 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, big living room, reading room (with computer and

internet), kitchen and a big yard with flowers, trees, grapes and vegetables. It is in a quiet area but

everything is conveniently located.

If you are looking where to stay in Beijing then I think you can have a memorable and worthwhile

vacation and a very interesting and different trip. You can enjoy the services such as

transportation, dining, visiting some special places, holding a party with local people, language

study, if you stay in my villa. 

Transportation and Visiting: 

1. Transportation

(1) Pick you up from and take you back to the Airport by minibus or car.  

(2) Drive you to the destinations you may want visit every day, and be your guide also according to

your travel itinerary.

2. Sightseeing tours

(1) Qing west tombs: 

The west tombs of Qing dynasty is the largest eco-cultural tourism site, one of the world's cultural

heritage sites. It is located in Yi County in Hebei Province, 60 kilometers away from my Beijing

villa. The west tombs is the cemetery of four Emperors, three queen's tombs and in total has 14

tombs and many special features and ancient Chinese architectures. 

2. Sightseeing (2):  

(3) The tunnels for anti-Japan.

The tunnels are located in Baoding Qingyuan county, it is 70 km from my Beijing villa, they were

built during the World War II. The tunnels could connect all families in the village, and even

connect other villages. The villagers used the tunnels to avoid the attacks from the Japanese

during the war. 

(4) and you can visit many other places, like Great Wall of China, Summer Palace, Forbidden

City....

Visiting and Activities and Dining: 

1. You can visit many places during your stay, such as the following:  (1) Children Villages; (2)

Local Martial Arts school;  (3) Local Farmer and citizen family; (4) Local Ordinary school; (5) Local

cultural activities.

2. And you can also have many activities, as the following: (1) Hold a party with local children or

families; (2) Learn cooking Chinese foods, (3) Make dumpling with local people; (4) Learn Chinese

and teach English; (5) Go downtown shopping and taste Beijing snacks; (6) Fishing; (7) Stroll local

morning market; (8) Visit Local cultural activities if it is right time.

3. Dining: you can get some special foods and dishes, just as the  following:  (1) Beijing Roast

Duck; (2) Local farmer's special dishes; (3) Local snacks; (4) Special Noodle cooked by Owner.

4. you can get a gift from me when you leave.

Property owner

Name : Liu xi xue

City : Beijing

Country : China

Phone Number : 8610-64422532

Prices



Low season : 210   USD

To see more details please click Internet Villa Holidays.com
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